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Extensive Repairs to College Buildings
Oak Hall is being clothed in 
new vestments and so are a 
dozen more of the older college 
buildings as the result of the 
extensive and thorough repairs 
now being carried on all over the 
campus. C. Parker Crowell '98, 
a Bangor architect, has been
flattened pitch has replaced the 
original leaky slate roof. The 
old ram pasture on the top floor 
is being refinished into rooms 
with a plaster finish in place of 
the wall board partitions erected 
after the ram pasture passed 
out of existence. New toilet
ment bath room, and a coat or 
two of paint outside and inside 
will make the Mt. Vernon House 
rival the celebrated original 
mansion.
North Hall, now serving as 
the Home Economics practice 
house, is to receive an outside
hired by the University to 
superintend the work and is de­
voting a good share of his time 
to repairs in progress.
$75,000 is the state appropria­
tion for this purpose during the 
present year and $50,000 next 
year.
The feature of the improve­
ments is the erection of fire 
escapes on each dormitory so 
that every room will have access 
to a modern fire exit.
The most extensive repair job 
going on is in Oak Hall. A new 
tar and gravel roof with a
OAK HALL
and shower facilities are being 
added and all the old plumbing 
has been removed. Two large 
fire escapes will be erected, one 
on the north end and the other 
at the southeast corner.
In Hannibal Hamlin Hall the 
roof is being repaired, new doors 
have replaced the broken ones, 
and three large fire escapes are 
being erected. Doors have been 
cut from the front to the rear 
suites so that all rooms will be 
connected with a fire escape 
without going into the corridors.
Foundation repairs, a base-
coat of paint and be reshingled, 
while doors will be cut through 
to connect rooms with the new 
fire escapes.
Steel ceilings and plastering 
repairs are concentrated upon 
Balentine Hall. Fernald Hall 
foundation is being repaired and 
the tower and belfry of Wingate 
Hall is being put in shape for 
another class scrap. Even the 
Power Plant will shine in the 
sunlight with its new roof.
The University buildings are 
coming back to normal.
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Coaching Lineup for Athletics
The “big three” who will have 
charge of the athletic destinies of the 
University were determined at the 
summer meeting of the Athletic
Board held Sunday, July 1, at Gradu­
ate Manager Bryant’s summer hotel, 
The Montreal House, Old Orchard. 
They are Fred Brice of Manchester, 
N. H., who moves to Orono in the 
fall to continue as head coach of foot­
ball and to assist in baseball and 
basketball, “ Cuddy” Murphy of Dart­
mouth fame who will continue as 
assistant football coach but will be 
head coach in basketball and baseball, 
and Frank Kanaly who will handle 
the cross country, relay and track 
teams.
In addition to the three head 
coaches, W. S. “ Bill” Murray ’22, who 
will return to the campus in the fall 
to continue his graduate study will be 
the freshman coach. His acceptance 
just forwarded to Graduate Manager 
Bryant completes the coaching per­
sonnel. Stanley Wallace, last year 
assistant professor of physical train­
ing will act as trainer of the football 
team.
Each of the head coaches was 
present at the summer meeting of 
the Athletic Board where a general 
agreement as to duties and co-opera- 
tive policies was reached. Prof. 
Archer Grover ’99, presided at the 
m e e t i n g .  Prof. Halvorsan and 
Sprague, the other faculty represen­
tatives were in attendance, as were 
the alumni members, C. Parker 
Crowell ’98, Wm. McC. Sawyer ’01, 
and Phil. R. Hussey ’12. Trustee 
representative Hosea B. Buck ’92, 
Athletic Treasurer Towner ’14 and 
Jim Blair ’25, student secretary of 
the board were also present.
The result of the meeting was that 
each of the coaches had a better un­
derstanding of the policies, ideals and 
duties of each of the other coaches.
COACH FRED M. BRICE 
Varsity Football Mentor
The coaching situation in detail was 
lined up as follows:
In football, Coach Brice continues 
as head coach with Murphy as his 
assistant. Murphy will devote his 
time primarily to the line. His work 
last year in developing a green line 
into a first string combination was 
in no small measure responsible for 
the success of the team. “Bill” Mur­
ray who developed under Coach Bald­
win in 1920 into a capable left tackle 
will devote his time to the yearling 
class. It will be remembered that 
the freshman rule goes into effect 
this fall. Consequently interest in 
the freshmen teams will be much 
greater than in past years. Murray’s 
job is a real one and will be watched
“ CUDDY”  MURPHY 
Head Coach of Baseball
with much interest. Contrary to 
press notices the varsity and fresh­
men squads will not start preliminary 
training at Old Orchard but will re­
port early in September at Orono.
In track, cross country and relay, 
Coach Kanaly is the sole individual 
responsible for the coaching. Kanaly 
handled the entire squad at M. I. T. 
for years and by doing so at Maine 
will relieve Murphy from the job of 
coaching the weight men, thus en­
abling him to devote his time to other 
branches of sport.
 In basketball, the resignation of 
Coach Flack leaves an opening which 
Murphy as head coach and Brice as 
assistant coach should ably fill. Mur­
phy was good enough to join the pro­
fessional ranks in basketball and 
should prove a worthy successor to 
Flack. Brice will coach the freshman 
team.
In hockey, the choice of a varsity 
coach is left open until the season 
opens when it is expected that some 
local man of experience can be se­
cured.
In baseball, Murphy will fill the bill 
as head coach succeeding Wilkie
Clark ’00, who resigned last June. 
Murphy was a varsity pitcher at 
Dartmouth, entered the professional 
game after leaving college and con­
tinuing to the present as a profes­
sional and semi-professional player. 
This summer he is player, manager 
and coach of the fast Penobscot 
Chemical Fibre Team of Great Works.
W. S. MURRAY ’22 
Freshman Football Coach
The destinies of the freshman team 
will be in the hands of Brice.
Fred Brice, in addition to his coach­
ing duties in the three sports referred 
to, will oversee the winter carnival 
sports which are becoming such a 
popular pastime with the students.
This program balances the time of 
the coaches very evenly, giving each 
one the opportunity to direct the sport 
in which he is most proficient and to 
assist the other coaches whenever 
possible. Great results are expected 
of this team work.
Bananas and
Trainer at Beach
Not long ago the editor found a 
stack of exchanges on the top of his 
desk. Wading thru the list of ex­
changes is ordinarily a task reserved 
for rainy days when alumni visitors 
and workers are not dropping into the 
office. This day, however, the July 7 
issue of the “ TURN o’ the TIDE” 
breathed an atmosphere of friendli­
ness which had been absent from the 
previous pages. He couldn’t resist 
the temptation to glance thru its 
pages. On page thirty-three it was 
that your editor read the following 
concerning those two inseparables, 
Stackpole and Bananas, now sojourn­
ing at Kennebunk Beach:
“ Kenneth Stackpole has brought 
with him a pet that’s a bear! He re­
joices in the name of ‘Bananas.’ (Oh, 
yes, we have some bananas!)
“ Bananas created an enormous sen­
sation when he appeared on the beach. 
In spite of the fact that he was 
chained, the children had to be coaxed 
before they would go near him, for 
they believed that fairy tales and the 
‘Jungle Books’ were the only proper 
places for bears. ‘Bananas’ is the 
mascot of the University of Maine, it 
appears, and Mr. Stackpole declares 
that he is going to keep him here all 
summer.”
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Summer School
in Session
The summer session for 1923 has 
reached a registration of two hundred 
fifty-eight students. This is a de­
crease over last year but the quality 
of the student body more than makes 
up for this falling off.  There are 
twenty-nine members of the faculty 
offering seventy-nine courses. Of 
these, courses in psychology and Ger­
man are offered for the first time, 
while a new course in biology con-
ducted by President Little, and the 
course in the English Bible conducted 
by Dean Stevens, are also included.
A special feature of the summer 
session has always been the chapel 
services. This year the students have 
been addressed by various members 
of the faculty and several musical 
selections and readings have been 
heard. On Wednesday evenings 
Reverend George S. Cooke, of Houl- 
ton, is giving a series of lectures on 
the Archaeology of Palestine and 
Egypt. These are very scholarly in 
their character and are proving of 
decided interest. Sunday afternoons 
at 4.00 P. M. a vesper service is held 
and the speakers of these services in- 
elude Dr. A. M. Little, Reverend Clin­
ton W. Wilson, Reverend T. E. Fair- 
child, President C. C. Little, and Dr. 
Ashley A. Smith. On Friday even­
ings a social function is held in Balen- 
tine Hall for the purpose of giving 
the students an opportunity to get 
better acquainted. On Saturdays 
week-end excursions have been 
planned by Dean Colvin and Miss 
Kellogg and a large number of stu­
dents have availed themselves of these 
privileges. Professor Flack, who has 
charge of courses in physical training, 
has organized a tennis tournament, 
for the winners of which suitable 
prizes will be awarded at the end of 
the session.
As usual, a large number of stu­
dents come from other colleges, there 
being as many as sixteen from one 
institution. While there are a num­
ber of undergraduates registered 
there are a sufficient number of ma­
ture students to lend a spirit of earn­
estness to the work of the session. 
It is the general opinion of the mem­
bers of the teaching; staff who have 
been for a long time connected with 
this work that the session of 1923 is 
an unusually satisfactory one. 
A l u m n i
* Marriages
Ex’12— Newell B. Whitcomb and Miss 
Adelaide Kaime June 23 at Rochester, 
N. Y. They will reside at Pelham 
Manor, N. Y.
’15— Edmund N. Woodsum and Miss 
Loretta I. Matthews June 27 at We- 
nonah, N. J.
Ex ’17— Philip T. Verrill and Miss 
Mary A. Murphy June 30 at Medford, 
Mass. They will reside at 40 Berk­
eley St., Westbrook.
’ 18— Ernest J. Turner and Miss Alta 
Bernice Graves June 28 at Brewer. 
They will reside at Kalamazoo, Mich.
’19-’21— Winthrop L. MacBride and 
Miss Ida M. Anderson June 30 at 
Wakefield, Mass. They will reside in 
Brewer.
’20— Edward H. Brown and Miss Mu­
riel B. McKeen June 9 at Norway.
’20-Ex’22— Burleigh R. Waterman 
and Miss Mabel O. Thompson May 16 
at Houlton. They will reside in Ka'a- 
mazoo, Mich.
’21-’23— Alton T. Littlefield and Mi s 
Pauline D. Harthorn June 24 at Ban­
gor. They will reside in Augusta.
Ex’21-’21— Howard H. Sewall and 
Miss Ruth M. Small June 9 at Auburn. 
They will reside at Bowdoinham.
’22-’23— Carl T. Stevens and Miss 
Beatrice N. Cleaves June 20 at Fram­
ingham, Mass.
Births
’16— A son, Jerry Savage, to Mr. and 
Mrs. Arno W. Nickerson June 5 at 
Bangor. Wt. 9 1/4 lbs.
Deaths
’05— Raymond A. Fowles May 13 at 
So. Royalton, Vt. as the result of 
heart complications.
By Classes
’72— George E. Hammond has a 
daughter, Gertrude Elizabeth, enter­
ing the University in the fall of 1923. 
Miss Hammond has been assigned to 
Mt. Vernon House, which is the same 
dormitory in which her father was 
boarded during his college days.
’98— Grace L. Fernandez is now Mrs. 
Ramon Arias and can be addressed at 
GOO W. 114th St., New York City.
Ex’02—Byron N. Moore and his 
brother, Robert M. Moore ’16, are 
associated in the ownership of an in­
surance office in Biddeford under the 
firm name of D. T. Moore & Son, and 
have recently bought and are operat­
ing for the first season, a summer 
hotel, The Kenmore, located at Ken- 
nebunkport. The insurance business 
is under the management of "Bob” 
while Byron manages the hotel.
’05— Byron H. Chatto’s address has 
been changed from Akron, Ohio to 
1010 Braddock Aye., Pittsburgh, Pa.
’05-Ex’09— The many friends of Ben­
jamin M. Cowan and Wallace F. 
Brown will be interested in their com­
ing work as supt. of construction and 
resident engineer respectively in the 
construction, by Stone & Webster, of 
a number of huge factories for the 
Ford Co. on the Mississippi River be­
tween St. Paul and Minneapolis, Minn. 
Mr. Cowan has been very successful 
in the handling of construction work,
Personals
having been in responsible charge of 
large projects all over the United 
States.
’05— Lucian A. Thomas is now in 
Santa Clara, Cuba, as electrical engi­
neer for Cuban properties of the Elec­
tric Bond & Share Co. of New York 
City.
’09— Joseph P. Littlefield is interested 
in the Highrock Hotel, Ogunquit, hav­
ing recently taken over the manage­
ment from his brother; Roby P. 
Littlefield ’10, well known to Univer­
sity of Maine alumni as a former star 
quarter miler. The latter is also in­
terested in the Highrock Hotel but 
is devoting his time to farming at 
Ogunquit.
’10— Frances E. Arnold, instructor in 
Spanish at the University, recently 
sailed from New York to Spain, where 
she is to study Spanish for a year.
’ l l — George J. Wentworth is begin­
ning his second season as sole owner 
and manager of The Narragansett, 
one of the largest of the summer 
hotels at Kennebunk Beach. He re­
ports a successful season in 1922 and 
expects this season will be even better.
’13— G. Harold Hamlin has agreed to 
accept the class secretaryship for 
1913. The co-operation of all mem­
bers of the class is urgently requested. 
Plans for reviving the activity of the 
class should be addressed to him at 
Orono.
’14— David A. Foster is an operator 
for the Maine Central R. R. Co. at 
Danforth.
’14— Frank A. Morris is being con­
gratulated upon his recent election to 
the position of superintendent of 
schoo’s for Manchester, N. H. An­
other member of the family to enter 
the educational field is Paul A Mor­
ris ’19, who has been elected vice 
president and teacher of sciences and 
mathematics at East Maine Confer­
ence Seminary at Bucksport.
’15— Harry A. Titcomb, who teaches 
at Essex, Conn., will be located at 
Bear Mt. Camps, Harrison, this sum­
mer.
i
’ 16— Robert G. Blanchard is attending 
Columbia University summer school.
’16— Raymond E. Rendall is located 
at Alfred as forester in charge of the 
Bates College forest.
’17— Charles W. Bayley is a teacher 
in the High School at Whitman, Mass. 
Mr. Bayley is spending the summer 
with his parents at Wells.
Ex’17— Harold J. Hague is located at 
78 Pearl St., Springfield, Mass.
L ’ 18— Under the capable direction of 
Frank P. Preti, the Portland High 
School track team easily won the in­
terscholastic title of the State, for the 
past year, a title which this year 
meant even the supremacy over the 
prep schools of the State.
’20— Vinton O. Harkness, whose 
home is at R. 7, Bangor, is a travel­
ling salesman for the Fairbanks. 
Morse & Co. of 245 State St., Boston. 
Mr. Harkness has been with this 
company since his graduation, first 
gaining factory experience at their 
plants in Indianapolis, Ind., Beloit, 
Wis., and Three Rivers, Mich., and 
then as salesman with good success.
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The Memorial Fund Campaign
JUNE PAYMENTS
Owing to the tremendous amount of clerical work which the 
Memorial Fund Office necessarily is handling at the present time, 
it has been impossible to tabulate and segregate the subscriptions 
which call for a payment on or about June 1, 1923. Advance notices 
of payments due will be sent out eventually. Alumni and former 
students who are now awaiting such notices will confer a favor 
upon the Memorial Fund Committee if they will meet their pay­
ments promptly.
THE CAMPAIGN CONTINUES
The hot summer months may not be ideal months for the Memo­
rial Fund workers, yet your committee is plugging away with re­
newed determination that the $500,000 alumni goal shall be reached. 
There is a steady influx of subscriptions coming into the Head­
quarters Office which indicate that the response from the alumni 
and former student body is being sustained. Eventual success will 
be the result, if field workers do their part and all potential sub­
scribers meet the issue squarely.
A GUILTY FEELING
We know of an individual who will be ashamed of himself every 
time he reads of the University of Maine. The words “University 
of Maine” will stare out at him from the printed page just because 
he has failed to do something in the first great call for assistance 
for his Alma Mater. When he meets a University of Maine man 
he will be unable to look that person in the eye.
Why, you say?
That individual knows that he should give and can give some­
thing—yet he hasn’t.
Don’t let that individual be you.
Maine Men in Summer Ball
Maine Alumnus
Published semi-monthly by the 
General Alumni Association of the 
University of Maine during the sum­
mer, monthly thereafter.
Subscription $1 per year. Single 
copies 10 cents.
W. D. TOWNER ’14, Managing Editor 
HARRIET B. TUPPER 
Personals Editor
PUBLICATION COMMITTEE 
Roy H. Flynt ’04 John P. Ramsay '18 
A. L. T. Cummings
Editorial and Business Office, Room 
310, Eastern Trust Bldg., Bangor, Me.
Office of Publication, 331 Water 
Street, Augusta, Maine.
Summer The editorial staff of 
Issues the ALUMNUS will
keep on the job all 
summer so that semi-monthly 
issues will be forthcoming on 
this date, August 4 and 18, and 
September 1. Volume IV will 
then be completed and the inau­
guration of Volume V with a 
host of new ideas will be on the 
calendar.
Summer The recent meeting of 
Athletic the Athletic Board at 
Meeting Old Orchard was an­
other step in the right 
direction. The meeting was 
called to discuss policies and to 
plan for that co-operation which 
an institution must have in its 
working elements. Your editor 
was privileged to attend the 
meeting and he was once more 
pleased at the ideals which per­
meated every activity and every 
plan discussed by the board and 
coaches. Athletics which incul­
cate wrong principles, athletics 
which do not inspire clean 
morals, clean living, and an in­
telligent use of fair and gentle­
manly play have no vindication 
in a college community.
Whatever the past may have 
been at Maine, whatever the 
present may be at other colleg­
iate institutions, have no fear 
but that at Maine athletics will 
be for the greatest benefit of the 
individual who is partaking in 
them. In Coaches Kanaly, Brice 
and Murphy the University has 
found clean living exponents of 
the worth-while lessons which 
athletics inspire. Your Ath­
letic Board is with them and 
solidly behind them. Support 
them yourself. The result will 
be interesting.
Maine is a summer baseball state. 
Every town and city has its team and 
the sport lovers follow the crack of 
the bat. For the college player 
Maine is the mecca. Therefore it’s 
perfectly natural that quite a few 
University of Maine undergraduates 
and alumni ball players should be ac­
tively playing the game.
Of chief interest to the University 
fans has been the contest between the 
“ Cuddy” Murphy-coached P. C. F. 
team and the “ Wilkie” Clark-coached 
Bar Harbor team. The “ past” vs. the 
“ present” is the way some of the fans 
look at it, for Clark is last year’s 
University coach and Murphy the 
coach-elect. Feeling between the two 
clubs has been strong. Unfortunate­
ly a disagreement between the play­
ers and management has cancelled all 
future clashes between the clubs, the 
series standing with two wins for P. 
C. F. and a win and a forfeited game 
for Bar Harbor. “ Jack” Jowett ’23 
and “ Ike” Prescott ’23, this year’s 
battery have been a winning combina­
tion for the Bar Harbor team. “ Fat”
Lunge ’24, last year’s football captain 
and first baseman this spring is cover­
ing the initial sack for P. C. F. His 
timely hitting has won more than one 
game for the Great Works aggrega­
tion.
Up Millinocket way “ Pat” French 
’17 is covering the middle garden and 
in the deadly town series has been 
stacked against “ Coach” Wood ex’21, 
who is outfielder for the East Milli­
nocket team.
With Sanford, “ Don” Coady ’21, is 
playing center field, “ Bear” Osgood, 
varsity short stop the past two sea­
sons, is cavorting around the short 
stop position, and “ Hypie” Rowe ex 
’18, is holding down the hot corner.
Drew Stearns ’24 varsity third 
baseman, hockey captain and pole 
vaulter is playing with Farmington; 
“ Crabby” Newell ’24, varsity pitcher 
and basketball star, is pitching stellar 
ball for the Calais team; Repscha ’25, 
the varsity south paw is heaving for 
Woodland; and so the list goes.
All hail to the summer baseball 
artists.
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JULY 17 TOTAL SHOWS STEADY GAIN
No. of Alumni Alumni Percentage of Gifts of
Region Subscribers Subscriptions Regional Quota Friends
1—No. Aroostook ...... .. ....................................................... .......  45 $4,675 104 —
2— So. Aroostook ......... .r.............................. - ............................ ..................  10 1,250 60 —
3—Androscoggin . .............................. .......  16 2,250 23 $1,120.
4—Cumberland .....1.................................. ........ 237 32,050 90 1,100.
5—Franklin ......................................................................................................... ................ 14 1,650 37 —
6— Hancock ......................................................................................................... .................  19
•
4,700 59 —
7— No. Kennebec ...................................................................................... .................  34 6,180 78 —
8 So. Kennebec . . .  ............................................................ 66 10,485 105 125.
9— Knox ........................................................ .............................................................. 7••  • • • • •  ••  9 1,015 25 —
10---Lincoln . —  • •  —  —  - —  —  —  • —  •  • • • •  —  • .................  14 1,120 45 —
11— Oxford ............................................................................................................. 29 3,130 39 —
12 Penobscot ..................................................................................................... 313 62,995 100 7,203.75
13—Piscataquis ........................................ 46 6,990 140 200.
14—Sagadahoc ........ ................................ ........ 13 1,910 96 —
15—Somerset ........................................... .......  34 5,980 75 —
16—Waldo ......................... ...... 23 2,190 73
17—Washington ........................................ .......  17 1,600 27 —
18—York ................................................... ........ 42 4,777 40 100.
9—Vermont .................... 9 1,675 84
20—New Hampshire................................. ____ 53 6,275 -  - 52 1,275.
21—E. Massachusetts................................ 304 44,765 69 57.50
22—W. Massachusetts .............................. ................ 58 8,075 67 10.
23—Rhode Island....................................... ....... ' 19 4,020 67 —
24—Connecticut ........................................ 30 4,115 41 57.50
25—New York City ................................... .................  149 36,675 82 275.
26—N. E. New York ............................................................................. 38 6,890 86 —
27— W. New York ....................................................................................... . . .  20 9,025 225 —
28— Philadelphia, etc.................................. 39 7,975 33 -
29— W. Pennsylvania ............................... 30• • • •  • • • •  V y 7,140 55 —  ■
30— Maryland ............................................ .......  18 6,585 146 \
31— District of Columbia ........................................................... .................  25
v  y  v x  x * x  x_x
3,650 91 375.
32— S. E. United States ................................................................. ...................  31 6,610 132 ^ _
33— Wisconsin ................................................................................................ ....... 5 1,050 35
34— Michigan ......................................................................................................... .................  3
J L  y  V x  L /  x x
450 9
35—Ohio ....................................................................................................................... ..................  19 4,325 54
36— Indiana & Illinois .......................................................................... .................  49 10,800 68
37— Minnesota ..................................................................................................... ...................  13 4,110 82 _____
38— S. W. United States ............................................................ ................  32 4,250 43 100.
39—Washington and Oregon .................. ................ 3 200 5
40— No. California................................ .................  6 1,200 17
41— So. California ...................................................................................... 4• • • •  • •• • J L 1,950 22
42— Canada ...............................................................................................
................  15 2,200 55 50.
43— Foreign ..............................................................................................................
.................  5 1,150 29
j  Totals ............................................................................... $340,107 68 $12,048.75
I






Number of living 
members whose ad- %  subscribing





1921 .............................................................. 13,495 113 293 38
1920 .............................................................. 11,450 93 298 31
1919 12,628 106 300 35X t / X i /  ........... ... ..... .. .... • ... ...... ....... --- - . . — ...
1918 ................................... ........... *......... 12,250 114 240 47
1917 ............................................................. 15,717 125 368 33
1916 ....... ...... ..... .......... -...... • - -»• • —..... 11,058 87 273 30
1915 .............................................................. 12,922 84 224 37
1914 .............................................................. 9,965 68 209 32
1913X  t /X (X  . . . . . . . . . .  . . . .  .. . ... . . . . .  . . . . . .  .. . . . ..  •• ................................ ...................... 9,945 66 214 31
1912 ........................................................ ...... 12,385 77 203 38
1911 14,175 79 229 34
1910 ...................................................... -....... 14,915 78 191 40
1909 .............................................................. 13,180 62 164 38
1908 .............................................................. 7,935 44 127 34
1907 .............................................................. 10,830 58 158 37
1906 .............................................................. 9,285 45 139- 32
1905 .............................................................. 9,245 40 147 27
1904 ................................................. ........... 7,125 36 110 33
1903 .............................................................. 5,080 28 95 29
1902 ........................................ ..................... 8,560 26 92 28
1901 .............................................................. 7,325 29 84 34
1900 ............................................................ 11,125 39 118 33
1899 .............................................................. 8,650 28 69 40
1898 .............................................................. 9,360 21 76 27
1897 .............................................................. 3,700 13 42 31
1896 5,475 ' 21 42 50
1895 .............................................................. 2,650 14 26 54
1894 4,775 7 17 41
1893 .............................................................. 4,150 9 26 351892 ^V “■ •• ••• #• • •«•• ••• ••• •• •••» •• m m m m m m m •••••• ••••• • 900 7 25 28
1891 l  .... ... . ... . . .. . ... ... .. .. .. . . .... ....... .. .... . mm .. .... ... • 4,175 10 36 28
1890 .......................................................... ... 4,555 13 34 38
1889 ............................................................ 2,750 6 17 35
1888 ........................................................... 2,550 9 27 33
1887 850 7 21 33
1886 550 2 16 13
1885 ............................................................ 1,575 9 18 50
1884 .................................................... ......... 7,075 6 22 27
1883 250 2 13 23
1882 ........................................................ ...... 2,730 11 24 46
1881 .............................................................. 1,800 6 27 22
1880 .............................................................. 825 6 21 29
1879 ........................................ 3,800 8 22 36
1878 .......................................................... 500 2 15 13
1877 .............................................. 1,350 5 20 25
1876 ................................................ ............. 1,250 6 21 29
1875 ..............................; ........................... 1,400 4 15 27
1874 .......................................... -  —  - - 7 -
1873 ............................... 1,700 3 7 43
1872 .............................................................. 275 2 10 20
Alumni subscriptions received at Head- 
quarters not yet tabulated by classes 6,692 195 — —
> $340,107 1,956 5,413 Average




Frank Mainwaring Friend $200
Clinton W. Davis 44 100
E. Blanche Webster 44 125
Mrs. Charlotte C. Drummond
44 500
Francis L. Brannen 44 25
Frank S. Bright 44 100
John B. Reed 44 50
Frank M. Surface 44 100
Ruth M. Oberly 44 5
Bangor Alumnae Chapter
of Alpha Omicron Pi Friend 250
John H. Bacon Printing Co. 50
Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin R. •%
Mosher and Miss Helene
Mosher in memory of
“Uncle Ben and Aunt
Clara’’ Friends 100
Geneva E. Hinch Friend 50
Dr. W. B. Beckler Friend 20
Bangor Federation of
Women’s Clubs 44 75
U. of M. Arts Club 44 8.75
Ralph H. Merrow 44 100
Charlotte Allen 44 3.50
Col. Paul Giddings 44 24
Norman P. Gaskill 44 10
Rochambeau Post No. 126
W. T. Armstrong
Bridge Party Bangor 
Mrs. Ella M. Brown Friend 
in memory of Cecil Earl 
Brown L'17
Alumnae and wives of 
Alumni, Hartford, Conn.
Mrs. J. L. Crandall 
Edward B. Winslow Friend
Fred A. Gilbert
Frederick H. Strickland
Mrs. Edith M. Oak
Edith O. Eckels
Wives of Androscoggin Alumni 























Veterans of Foreign Wars 
by Dr. Rosalie S. Morton
Mrs. Marion Webster Briggs 
Eliza W. Halliday 
Charlotte H. Wing 













Pres. C. C. Little
Leon S. Merrill 
Warner J. Morse
































































John A. Strausbaugh 
Francis D. Wallace
Stanley M. Wallace 
Helen Woodbridge 
Mrs. Kate C. Estabrook Matron 
Mrs. Mattie Allen Munson “ 
James S. Stevens Faculty
Jacob B. Segall 
A. B. Clark 
Lester H. Shibles 
Aaron Bliss
1872
Edwin J. Haskell ’72 
Charles C. Norton '72
1873
John M. Oak ’73 
George H. Hamlin ’73 
Samuel Lane '73
1875
Whitman H. Jordan '75 
Solomon W. Bates '75 
Wesley Webb '75 
Edward D. Mayo '75
1876
Edward M. Blanding ’76 
Dr. Harry F. Hamilton '76 
R. Hight Rines '76 
Walter F. Robinson ’76 
Charles W. Rogers '76 
1 Anonymous
1877
Edward F. Danforth '77 
Samuel W. Gould '77 
Mrs. Nellie Weeks Spencer 
Eugene H. Dakin ’77 
Ivan E. Webster ’77. 
1878
Otis C. Webster ’78 
Charles C. Elwell '78
1879
Henry W. Peaks ’79 
George P. Merrill ’79 
Wilbur F. Decker '79 
Charles A. Morse ’79 
Simon P. Crosby '79 
John D. Cutter '79 
Frederick D. Potter '79 
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1880
James M. Bartlett '80 200
Franklin R. Patten '80 100
Albert H. Brown '80 100
George W. Lufkin ’80 250
William J. Rich '80 50
1881
Mrs. Isabel Ring Dunn '81 100
Edwin W. Osborn '81 100
John B. Horton '81 500
Clara A. Libby '81 50
Harold M. Plaisted '81 50
Charles H. Fogg ’81 1,000
1882
Stephen J. Bussell '82 300
Gleason C. Snow '82 150
Alfred J. Keith '82 200
Joseph F. Gould '82 500
Will R. Howard '82 250
Avery P. Starrett '82 30
Frederick M. Reed '82 500
Wesley J. Jameson' ’82 500
Charles C. Garland ’82 50
1 Anonymous 200
1883
Lucius H. Merrill ’83 200
Frank G. Webster ’83 50
1884
Leslie W. Cutter ’84 500
William R. Pattangall ’84 1,000
John E. Hill ’84 125
Dr. Edward S. Abbott ’84 250
Dr. Fred L. Stevens ’84 200
Clarence S. Lunt ’84 5,000
1885
James N. Hart ’85 250
Freemont L. Russell ’85 250
Louis W. Riggs ’85 500
George W. Chamberlain ’85 50
Harry W. Davis ’85 100
Asher Dole ’85 250
George L. Hanscom ’85  50
1886
George F. Black ’86 (See 1887 
for subscription of Mrs.
George F. Black) 400
Hayward S. French '86 150
1887
Mrs. Alice Hicks Black '87 100
Charles T. Vose '87 250
Cassius A. Sears ’87 50
John S. Williams '87 100
John H. Burleigh '87 100
1 Anonymous 200
1888
Thomas G. Lord '88 500
George E. Seabury ’88 500
Charles B. Gould '88 100
Abram W. Sargent '88 500
William J. Hancock '88 100
Claude L. Howes '88 500
Nathaniel E. Wilson ’88 200
Ralph H. Marsh '88 100
Henry F. Perkins '88 50
1889
Eben R. Haggett '89 1,000
Jeremiah S. Ferguson '89 500
John E. Littlefield '89 100
John Reed '89 100
Mott F. Wilson '89 50
1 Anonymous 1,000
1890
Edward H. Kelley '90 350
George P. Gould '90 250
Nathan C. Grover ’90 250
Samuel H. T. Hayes '90 1.000
Chandler C. Harvey '90 175
Frederick G. Quincy '90 1,000
George I. Bowden '90 50
Horace P. Farrington '90 50
Albert M. Hastings '90 30
John W. Owen '90 250
Charles S. Williams '90 50
Allen C. Hardison '90 1,000
1 Anonymous 100
1891
Geo. E. Thompson '91 1,000
Byron C. Hodgkins '91 250
William N. Patten '91 1,000
Edmund Clark '91 125
William A. Valentine '91 150
Alden P. Webster '91 500
Charles N. Taylor '91 500
William M. Bailey '91 400
Willie A. Harlow '91 100
Herbert A. Hall '91 150
1892
Warren E. Healey '92 200
William H. Atkinson '92 100
Frank A. Bourne '92 50
George F. Rich '92 200
Harry S. Thompson '92 100
1 Anonymous 150
1893
Hosea B. Buck ’93 2,500
Harry M. Smith '93 500
Harris P. Gould '93 200
William C. Hammatt '93 350
Mrs. Lizzie Smith O’Brien '93 50
George F. Rowe '93 200
Charles H. Gannett '93 100
1 Anonymous 150
1894
Frank G. Gould '94 500
Frank C. Bowler '94 500
John H. Ricker '94 125
Charles E. Gilbert '94 2,500
Jesse A. Gray '94 500
Edward B. Wood '94 600
1 Anonymous 50
1895
Harold S. Boardman '95 500
Mrs. Mabel Jordan Barrows '95 50
Albion Moulton '95 300
Isaac G. Calderwood '95 500
Leroy R. Folsom '95 125
Oscar L. Grover '95 100
Earl C. Merrill '95 300
William O. Sawtelle '95 100
Melville F. Rollins '05 150
Frank L. French ’95 100
Davis T. Achorn ’95 150
Mrs. Geneva Hamilton Bower-




Perley B. Palmer ’96 500
Lore A. Rogers '96 300
Paul D. Sargent ’96 500
Everett G. Glidden ’96 500
Charles P. Weston ’96 
Perley F. Walker '96 and
375
Mrs. Lottie Crowell Walker '00 200
E. Everett Gibbs ’96 1,000
Frank P. Pride '96 300
Mary S. Snow ’96h 25
Frank L. Marston '96 100
Mrs. Carrie Green Campbell ’96 25
Nathan E. Goodridge '96 50
Stanley J. Steward '96 200
Harry C. Farrell '96 250
Fred B. Gooch '96 100
Arthur N. Smith '96 100
Joseph W. Randlette ’96 200
John A. Starr '96 300
Gardiner B. Wilkins ’96 250
1897
Stephen S. Bunker '97 500
Marcus L. Urann ’97 1,000
Charles S. Bryer '97 200
Justin R. Clary ’97 250
Stanley J. Heath ’97 100
Ernest H. MacLoon ’97 100
Howard E. Stevens '97 500
Charles H. White '97 100
Ernest J. McCrillis ’97 50
Charles H. Farnham ’97 200
William L. Holyoke ’97 400
Harvey A. White ’97 100
1898
C. Parker Crowell '98 600
Louis Oakes '98 2,500
Ralph Hamlin '98 385
Albion D. T. Libby ’98 1,000
Ray H. Manson ’98 1,000
Ray P. Stevens '98 1,000
Frederick W. Hopkins ’98 100
Dr. Homer H. Marks '98 100
Dana T. Merrill '98 125%
Alfred A. Starbird ’98 125
Charles S. Webster ’98 100
Leroy E. Dow ’98 
Llewellyn N. Edwards '98 and
200




Rossell O. Dunn '98 200
Humphrey E. Despeaux ’98 100
William R. Files ’98 500
Horace L. White ’98 250
Herbert I. Libby ’98 100
Dr. Adelbert S. Merrill '98 500
1899
Edward E. Palmer ’99 300
Allen W. Stephens '99 1,000
Dr. Leonard H Ford ’99 300
\
\
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Archer L. Grover '99 500
William B. Morell '99 400
Wallace E. Belcher '99 300
Arthur C. Wescott '99 1,000
Mrs. Mildred Powell McGinley '99 50 
Marcellus M. Veazie '99 500
William A. Murray '99 500
Eben P. Bassett '99 100
Winfield B. Caswell '99  300
George Collins '99 300
Mrs. Pearl C. Swain '99. 50
Dr. Edward R. Mansfield '99 250
Herbert P. Mayo '99 50
Charles C. Whittier '99 250
Frederick W. Armes '99 100
Walter S. Higgins '99 500
William Nelson '99 300
Herman F. Noyes '99 200
Harold H. Clark '99 250
Bert W. Flint '99 300
Roy M. Hescock '99 100
Fred W. Rollins '99 50
Walter J. Morrill '99 100
1900
Henry F. Drummond '00 1,000
Guy A. Hersey '00 1,000
C. Omer Porter '00 400
Frank H. Mitchell '00 300
Alan L. Bird '00 500
Harry H. Leathers '00 500
Percy L. Nickerson '00 300
Arthur S. Page '00 250
Frank M. Rollins '00 750
Clinton L. Cole '00 250
Clarence W. Stowell '00 250
Fred H. Vose '00 500
Charles H. Lombard '00 100
Raymond J. Mayo '00 100
Lewis G. Morris '00 100
Fred F. Tate '00 300
Edwin J. Mann '00 500
Elmer J. Noyes '00 50
Wallace A. Weston '00 50
Ernest E. Hobson '00 Law 500
Daniel L. Philoon '00 200
William H. Waterhouse '00 Law 150
Frank H. Bowerman '00 and Mrs. 
Geneva Hamilton Bowerman '95 250
Harry A. Davis '00 300
James A. Hayes '00 300
John G. Lurvey '00 150
Charles A. Robbins '00 200
Freeman A. Smith '00 250
Grosvenor W. Stickney '00 250
Walter N. Cargill ’00 200
James B. Stevenson L’00 150
Mrs. Lottie Crowell Walker '00
and Mr. Perley F. Walker '96 200
3 Anonymous 600
1901
Wm. McC. Sawyer '01 1,000
Ernest L. Watson '01 300
Fred M. DaVis '01 250
Percy R. Keller '01 200
Charles H. Pritham '01 300
Dr. Frank Y. Gilbert '01 500
Herbert H. Leonard '01 375
Robert W. Linn '01 200
Samuel D. Thompson '01 '  200
Clement Whittier '01 300
Alson H. Robinson '01 100
Oscar M. Bixby '01 50
Mark J. Bartlett '01, 04 Law 250
William H. Boardman '01 100
Charles E. Crosby ’01 200
Benjamin F. Faunce '01 100
Evangeline M. Haynes '01 25
Ernest J. Howe '01 375
Bertrand C. Martin '01 250
Arthur M. Stilphen '01 100
Thomas H. Ward '01 150
Fred L. Martin '01 1,000
Ernest C. Butler L’01 250
Allan P. Trask L’01 200
Wilbert A. Libby '01 300
Fred B. Perley '01 25
Irving W. Phillips '01 100
1902
Ralph Whittier '02 1,000
Alpheus C. Lyon '02 250
William Edward Barrows '02 250
William B. Thombs '02 500
M. Genevieve Boland '02 250
Henry E. Cole '02 1,500
Andrew G. Hamilton '02 400
Clinton N. Rackliffe '02 300
Arthur E. Silver '02 1,000
Henry W. Chadbourne '02 100
Samuel Clark '02 500
Horace P. Hamlin '02 200
Sumner S. Lowe '02 150
Harold M. Carr '02 150
Perley C. Knight '02 200
Percy H. Mosher '02 50
Enoch J, Bartlett '02 125
Walter M. Tate '02 50
Allen F. Wheeler ’02 250
Frank P. Wilson '02 Law 300
Alfred R. Davis '02 500
Wesley C. Elliott '02 200
Mrs. Lida Knowles Smith '02 50
Edwin S. True '02 150
Byron N. Moore '02 100
1 Anonymous 35
1903
Philip H. Harris '03 250
Henry M. Soper '03 400
Silas G. Small '03 250
Samuel J. Foster '03 250
Isaac E. Treworgy '03 250
Frank L. Douglass '03 200
Henry H. Haines '03 100
Roderick E. Mullaney '03 250
Howard A. Smith '03 150
Neil L. Violette L’03 125
Robert F. Chandler '03 50
Pearl G. Cunningham '03 200
James D. Elliott '03 50
Warren C. Loud '03 50
Ralph L. Cooper '03 250
Rodney C. Davis '03 250
Sanford C. Dinsmore '03 200
John H. Hilliard '03 150
John H. McCready '03 300
Harold V. Sheahan '03 300
Ralph H. White '03 250
Arthur W. Gage '03 50
Richard D. Carr '03 100
Carlos Dorticos '03 250
Paul D. Simpson '03 250
3 Anonymous 155
1904
Edward R. Berry '04 500
Roy H. Flynt '04 500
Alvah R. Small '04 1,000
Albert L. Whipple '04 300
Benjamin T. Larrabee '04 300
Lennie P. Copeland '04 100
Philip Dorticos '04 300
Ralph T. Hopkins '04 125
Vaughan Jones '04 100
Leslie E. Little '04 250
John E. Olivenbaum '04 100
Ralph H. Pearson '04 125
Roy E. Strickland '04 100
Alec G. Taylor '04 125
Mary R. Chandler '04 50
Clifford G. Chase '04 250
Herbert S. Gregory '04 50
Allen T. Paine '04 100
Albert D. Case '04 250
Carroll S. Chaplin '04 300
Arthur E. Davenport '04 500
Roger Haskell '04 100
Charles B. Kimball '04 100
Allen M. Knowles '04 200
Clifford H. Leighton '04 125
John H. Quimby '04 300
Roland L. Turner '04 200
William E. Gill '04 50
George S. Brann '04 100
Elmer B. Crowley '04 100
Edward A. Parker '04 100
Mrs. Florence Buck Adriance '04 50
Clarence B. Hight L’04 40
1 Anonymous 15
1905
Horace A. Hilton '05 750
Ernest O. Sweetser '05 200
Arthur S. Chalmers '05 300
J. Harvey McClure '05 300
Adelbert W. Sprague '05 300
Robert Drummond ’05 500
Alphonso Wood '05 300
Benjamin M. Cowan '05 500
William S. Maddocks '05 200
Frank L. Flanders '05 500
Howard C. Foss '05 700
Edward C. Gulliver '05 150
Mrs. Florence Balentine Hana-
burgh '05 100
Frank E. Learned '05 200
Carl W. Weeks '05 300
Frank O. White '05 150
Harry D. Cowles '05 200
Ralph W. Haskell '05 100
Herman R. Mansur '05 125
Roy M. Snell '05 100
Hedley C. Black '05 250
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Ernest C. Brown ’05 250
Ernest L. Cotton ’05 50
Mrs. Marion Wentworth
Perkins ’05 50
George K. Huntington '05 500
Clarence E. Reed ’05 100
Elmer G. Rogers ’05 100
Calvin A. Sweet ’05 100
Burton M. Thomas '05 200
Leon G. C. Brown L’05 100
William E. Phipps '05 50
Ralph L. Seabury ’05 500
Arthur S. Ward ’05 50
Byron H. Chatto '05 200
Percival R. Moody ’05 250
Prentiss E. French ’05 200
Roy E. Taylor ’05 150
Mrs. Florence Sleeper Wyman
’05 and Abel P. Wyman ’07 300
2 Anonymous 20
1906
W. D. Bearce '06 400
Mrs. Frances Webber Burke ’06 125
Harry L. Gordon ’06 500
Henry W. Bearce ’06 200
Joanna C. Colcord '06 250
Ransom C. Packard ’06 250
Howard L. Churchill ’06 270
Albert A. Whitmore ’06 200
Alton W. Richardson ’06 200
Arthur L. Sparrow ’06 150
Daniel W. Cony '06 100
James W. Elms ’06 2,500
Dr. Oscar R. T. L’Esperance ’06 100
Lester B. Howard '06 125
Raphael S. Sherman ’06 130
Maude B. Colcord '06 50
Hallett C. Elliott ’06 100
Harvey H. Hoxie ’06 50
Leon H. Marr '06 75
George S. Owen '06 200
Arthur B. Plummer '06 60
Earle R. Richards ’06 100
Gerry L. Brooks '06 Law 100
Dr. Dayton J. Edwards ’06 50
Raymond B. K ittredge '06 200
Robert F. Olds '06 250
Thomas H. Reynolds '06 100
Harold D. Ross ’06 50
John P. Simmons ’06 100
Edward K. Colby ’06 50
Herbert P. Downing ’06 100
Harry A. Emery ’06 400
Ralph E. Lord '06 250
Mrs. Carolyn Hodgdon Edwards




Arad T. Barrows ’07 250
Stephen F. Pierce ’07 300
Lucius D. Barrows ’07 300
Bennett R. Connell ’07 200
Arnold W. Totman ’07 500
Guy E. Hayward '07  550
Samuel B. Lincoln ’07 500
Lowell J. Reed '07 and Mrs.
Marion Balentine Reed ’07 500
Elwin D. Brawn ’07 and Mrs.
Edith Tate Brawn ’07 100
Horton W. Kierstead ’07 250
Franklin P. Holbrook ’07 200
John J. Keegan L’07 200
Emerson P. Lambe ’07 200
Carl H. Lekberg ’07 250
Arthur R. Lord ’07 300
Harry E. Packard ’07 200
Earlfe W. Philbrook ’07 250
Richard F. Talbot ’07 150
Perry A. Bean '07 150
Roy M. Blanchard ’07 125
Benjamin E. Brann '07 100
Francis M. Claflin ’07 100
Roy S. Coffin ’07 60
Carl N. Garland ’07 100
Heber P. Purinton ’07 150
Albert P. Rounds ’07 150
Otis B. Stevens ’07 100
Ernest L. Toner ’07 100
Edgar A. White ’07 100
Elmer J. Wilson ’07 250
Robert E. Clayton ’07 50
Robert W. DeWolfe L’07 300
John P. Harvell ’07 200
George H. Hayter ’07  50
Victor B. Jordan ’07 and Mrs.
Eva Libby Jordan ’07 200
Harold M. Ellis '07 100
Everett H. Stetson ’07 200
Abel P. Wyman ’07 and Mrs.
Florence Sleeper Wyman ’05 300
R. Carroll D. Chandler L’07 50
Elmer W. Cummings '07 200
Major Fred S. N. Erskine '07 50
James P. V. Fagan ’07 500
Thomas M. Findlen ’07 100
Wilbury O. Hutchins '07 50
Dean W. Rollins '07 100
Mildred C. Mansfield ’07 120
Reginald Ridge ’07 300
1 Anonymous 250
1908
Mrs. Alice Farnsworth Phillips ’08 200 
Bert Harvey Young ’08 250
Raymond Fellows '08 ‘ 250
Henry L. Miner ’08 200
William A. Cobb ’08 and Mrs.
Bell Harris Cobb '08 200
William A. Hill ’08 200
Clarence M. Weston '08 300
James A. Gannett ’08 180
Joseph Jacobs ’08 500
William S. McNamara ’08 250
Judson G. Spofford ’08  200
Daniel Chase ’08 150
Francis P. Emery ’08 125
George P. Fogg ’08 100
Arthur S. Hanscom ’08 125
James A. Holmes '08 125
Charles A. Johnson '08 100
Warren D. Trask '08 100
Walter E. Wilbur '08 125
Edward W. Cram ’08 500
Joshua S. Irish '08 100
Robert E. Potter '08 100
Philip H. Crowell '08 250
Ralph C. Heath '08 250
Ballard F. Keith '08  100
Paul Libby ’08 150
Fred W. Matheas '08 180
Percy R. Seamon ’08 250
Carroll B. Skillin '08 Law 250
Walter L. Black '08 300
George R. Knight '08 250
Stacy C. Lanpher ’08 100
Earle L. Milliken ’08 300
Claude P. Meserve ’08 250
Howard G. Bradish '08 50
Elon L. Brown ’08 100
#
James J. Morrison ’08 150
Howard L. Perkins '08 200
3 Anonymous 150
1909
Norman H. Mayo ’09 750
Harold P. Marsh '09 500
Guy E. Torrey ’09 500
Harry E. Sutton ’09 500
Deane S. Thomas ’09 600
Bertram F. Brann ’09 200
George T. Carlisle ’09 500
James D. Clement ’09 500
William A. Fogler '09 250
Harold D. Haggett '09 200
Frederick D. Rogers '09 200
Frederick D. Knight ’09 200
Harold A. Rich '09 250
Edward W. Bridgham L’09 300
Ralph C. Harmon ’09 300
Lewis F. Pike '09 250
Mary Ellen Chase '09 100
Guy C. French '09  50
Jesse H. Mason '09 500
James W. Randall '09 200
Harry W. Smith '09 150
George H. Brimmer '09 100
Margaret M. Corrigan ’09 100
George P. Deering ’09 100
Chester A. Estey '09 125
Harry L. Farnham '09 - 100
Martha G. Knight '09 5
Scott S. Lockyer ’09 125
Mrs. Ethel Godfrey Loud ’09a 5
Chase MacArthur ’09 100
Daniel W. MacLean '09 200
Horace A. Parker '09 100
Frances M. Pol '09a 25
Kenneth A. Rollins '09 and Mrs. 
Alice Poore Rollins '16 150
Thomas A. Sanders L’09 200
Dexter S. J. Smith ’09 100
George L. Smith ’09 150
Bernard A. Chandler '09 100
Cecil C. Farrar '09 50
Edward W. Morton ’09 250
Albert E. Anderson '09 Law 100
Leslie A. Barker '09  100
E. Earle Gardner '09 120
Joe W. Gerrity '09 500
Carl R. Holton ’09 100
Howard R. Johnson ’00 100
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Lawrence V. Jones ’09 Law 100
Clinton A. Plumly '09 250
Elmer O. Pray '09 200
Elton L. Towle ’09 300
William H. Gilbert ’09 250
Philip W. Ham ’09 100
Arthur F. Neal '09 50
Thurman C. Wescott ’09 500
Harry A. White '09 250
Irving W. Bates ’09 125
Thomas D. Austin '09 50
Merton T. Goodrich ’09  75
Simeon J. Hardy ’09 200
2 Anonymous  600
1910
Harold W. Wright '10 and
Mrs. Mildred Prentiss Wright ’l l  300
Frances E. Arnold ’10 250
Kent R. Fox ’10 500
Leroy W. Ames ’10 200
B. Clifford Cutter '10 250
Clifton A. Hall ’10 300
Herbert S. Hill '10 200
Albert E. Libby ’10 250
Edith M. Patch ’10a 300
Herman P. Sweetser ’10 250
Grover T. Corning ’10 275
Ernest Lamb ’10 250
Frank E. Southard ’10 200
Herbert D. Leary ’10 300
Albert K. Gardner '10 250
Robert B. Cruickshank '10 375
Austin L. Maddox '10 200
Edwin R. Morgan '10 200
Winthrop H. Stanley '10 200
Walter F. Davis ’10 100
C. Joseph Gooch '10 300
Ralph E. Hobbs ’10 200
William H. Holman L’10 100
Chester C. Johnson '10 250
Walter S. Merrill '10 100
Donald C. Metcalf ’10 100
A. Scudder Moore '10 100
• Arthur H. Parsons ’10 100
John N. Philbrook '10 150
James G. Scales '10 125
Philip D. Simonton '10 250
Edward N. Snow ’10 100
James L. Whitmore '10 200
Horace J. Cook ’10  375
Ralph W. Crocker ’10 200
Howard K. Dyer ’10 260
W. Warren Harmon '10 250
Charles A. Johnson ’10 50
Gladys E. Kavanah '10 100
Charles W. Lemaire L’10 100
Ralph R. Minot L’10 50
C. French Smith '10  50
I. Maxwell Stover ’10 50
Charles H. Tucker '10 100
Harold E. Weeks L’10 50
Amos A. Winters '10 50
Earle S. Berry '10 200
Roy J. Bird ’10  100
Lester M. Bragg ’10 200
Alfred K. Burke ’10 250
Frederick W. Conlogue ’10 200
Colby Curtis ’10 50
James M. Eaton '10 400
Joseph S. Keating '10 100
Mrs. Bernice Watson Patterson ’10 5 
Vinton R. Ray ’10 250
George A. Stuart '10 100
Henry N. Taylor L'10 100
James I. Travis '10 100
Harold L. Clifford '10 125
Chester G. Cummings '10 100
John N. Kane '10 250
Charles E. Kimball ’10 50
Elmer B. Lowell '10 100
Charles O. Pratt ’10 150
William H. Wentworth ’10 200
W. Clarke Bagg '10 500
Harold L. Barker '10 250
Harvey H. Jordan ’10 300
John W. Stobie '10 500
Roy O. Hatch ’10 100
George C. Ward ’10 250
Mrs. Geneva Reed Phinney ’10
and Chester S. Phinney ’l l  250 
Mrs. Isabel White Sawyer ’10
and Allan F. Sawyer '14 250
3 Anonymous 950
1911
Wallace E. Parsons ’l l  500
William Hilton ’l l  1,000
Harry Homans ’l l  200
Cecil L. Lycette ’l l  250
George K. Jordan ’l l  250
Mrs. Margaret McManus
Carroll’ 11 50
Albert D. Conley '11 300
Irene Cousins '11 25
Benjamin O. Warren ’l l  250
Maurice F. McCarthy ’l l  400
Fred W. Nason ’l l  250
Harold W. Bowdoin ’l l  200
Lloyd M. Burghart ’l l  and Mrs.
Helen Averill Burghart '12 300
Frank H. Derby '11 150
Alexander W. Goodwin ’l l  250
Dimon E. Merrill ’l l  250,
Elmer R. Tobey ’l l  150
Alfred H. Codaire ’l l  150
Jasper W. Everett ’l l  100
John P. Flanagan ’l l  75
Hiram E. Harris ’l l  100
William O. Haskell ’l l  125
Irvin F. Hooper ’l l  100
LeRoy M. LeBaron '11 275
James E. Rhodes L’l l  75
Russell Smith ’l l  100
Myra D. Thurlow 'l l  150
Lawrence B. Boston '11 50
Frank C. Cobb ’l l  100
George L. Connors L’l l  50
James W. Dunn '11 50
Leroy A. Fitch 125
Delton W. Folley '11 50
Thomas E. Houghton ’l l  250
George L. Lord ’l l  250
Clyde H. Merrill '11 50
Niles C. Pinkham ’l l  500
John T. Robinson ’l l  500
Charles E. Stickney '11 250
Harry W. Vickery ’l l  50
Arthur C. Houghton ’l l   100
George H. Howe, Jr. ’l l  125
Roy C. Jones ’l l  150
Lewis A. Keen ’l l  300
Clifford Patch ’l l  100
Chester S. Phinney ’l l  and Mrs.
Geneva Reed Phinney '10 250
Seavey A. Piper '11 50
Harold R. Sargent '11 200
Earle O. Whittier ’l l  140
Dr. Hill H. Cheney ’l l  100
Raymond W. Davis '11 200
George W. Gifford '11 100
Alden C. Goodnow '11 100
Sidney M. Jones '11 500
George E. LaMarche ’l l  250
Bert C. Markle ’l l  100
Mrs. Florence Taylor Royal ’l l  125 
George D. Bearce '11 50
John J. Colcer ’l l  100
Carleton Hutchins ’l l  200
Nelson N. Scales '11 200
Harold G. Walden ’l l  100
Leslie J. Wertheim ’l l  200
Charles H. Grant ’l l  150
John N. Warren '11 50
George J. Wentworth ’l l  350
Mrs. Mildred Prentiss Wright ’l l  
and Harold W. Wright '10 300
9 Anonymous 1,385
1912
Philip R. Hussey ’12 500
Leon W. Smiley '12 625
John E. Ash ’12 500
Benjamin E. Haskell ’12 400
Lloyd E. Houghton '12 500
Lynne T. Rand ’12 400
William R. Ballou ’12 300
Frank Fellows L'12 250
Austin W. Jones '12 200
Walter R. Witham ’12 300
M. June Kelley ’12 50
Warren H. Savary ’12 250
Mrs. Bernice Rich Smith '12 20
Charles S. Benjamin '12 200
Edward F. Carleton ’12 250
Henry H. Eastman '12 200,
Robert J. Gordon '12 200
Benjamin C. Kent '12 130
Edward M. Partridge ’12 200
Charles W. Rowe '12 200
Karl D. Woodward '12 200
Everett W. Bartlett ’12 100
. George J. Brown ’12 100
Harry P. Burden ’12 100
Lewis J. Catheron ’12 50
Charles A. Cavanaugh ’12 100
Fred R. Churchill '12 100
Harry L. Crosby ’12 125
Franklin L. Darrell ’12 100
Arthur L. Deering '12 125
Samuel Dyer ’12 100
Walter K. Hanson ’12 100
William E. Hebard ’12 150
Roy E. Jones ’12 100
Frank H. Lancaster '12 100
William J. H. Miller '12 100
Peter A. Pearson ’12 100
Lea G. Stone '12 100
Charles E. Sullivan '12 100
Harlan H. Sweetser '12 100
Joseph L. Burns ’12 Law 50
Albert F. Cook ’12 Law 100
Arthur A. Hammond ’12 50
Mrs. Rebecca Chilcott Jackson 
’12 and Mr. Alton B. Jack- 
son (Dartmouth ’l l )   100
Wilfred S. Rowe ’12 100
Phillips B. Gardner L’12  50
Morton L. Homer ’12 125
Ralph M. Ingalls ’12 Law 125
Maurice D. Jones ’12 250
George E. King, Jr. ’12 125
Paul C. Loring '12 180
Edward E. Sawyer ’12 and Mrs.
Edith Folsom Sawyer ’12 200
 William A. Southwick '12 100
Harry E. Thompson '12 100
Lynwood B. Thompson '12 200
Dana P. Washburn '12 75
Newell B. Whitcomb '12 250
Arthur W. Benson '12 50
Herbert L. Fisher ’12 200
Leo M. Gerrish ’12 300
Lester W. Jacobs '12 and Mrs.
Margaret Flint Jacobs '12 250
Charles C. Larrabee ’12 100
Ralph W. Redman '12 100
Harry W. Chapman ’12 125
Philip Garland '12 100
William M. Gray '12 125
Alton A. McPheters ’12 75
Albert M. Nickels ’12 125
Harrison M. Hatch '12 100
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Herbert C. Norburg ’12 50
George R. Woodberry '12 100
Mrs. Helen Averill Burghart ’12
and Lloyd M. Burghart ’l l  300
Mrs. Luella Woodman Harvey ’12 
and Everett B. Harvey ’14 60
1913
Edward E. Chase '13 600
Paul S. Harmon ’13 500
John Littlefield '13 200
Mary E. Russell '13 400
Richard T. Huntington ’13 400
Ralph O. Shorey ’13 200
Dr. Forrest B. Ames ’13 300
J. Larcom Ober '13 200
Frederick C. Hettinger '13 250
Luther B. Rogers ’13 300
Arthur F. Amadon '13 250
Walter C. Stone '13 200
Mark A. Barwise L’13 100
Elson H. Bigelow '13 150
Ralph C. Blanchard '13 125
Warren G. Brewer '13 and Mrs.
Alice Harvey Brewer '13 125
Howard O. Burgess ’13 100
John H. Carleton '13 and Mrs.
Frances Dugan Carleton ’15 100
G. Harold Hamlin ’13 100
Ralph C. Hodges '13 250
Elwood W. Jennison '13 100
Frank B. Kelley ’13 100
Everett A. Kimball ’13 100
William E. Murphy ’13 100
Harold A. Richards ’13 250
Ernest T. Savage ’13 125
Winfield F. Sawyer ’13 50
N. Kenneth Austin ’13 50
Alden Chase '13 175
Mrs. Mae Crossman Lindquest '13 25
Peter M. McDonald '13 Law 150
Ernest A. Studley '13 Law 50
James A. Tabor '13 200
John C. Wallace ’13 50
Antoinette T. Webb ’13 100
Bernard A. Bove ’13 Law 50
Marthon Doak ’13 40
Guy V. Dyer ’13 200
Raymond H. Fiske ’13  100
Ralph S. Hopkinson ’13 100
Carroll M. Knight ’13 250
George H. Quarmby ’13 125
Oscar H. Rounds '13 50
Donald W. Sawtelle ’13 150
Nathan H. Small '13 150
Oscar S. Smith '13 50
Everett A. Snow '13 50
Edward P. Ackley '13 200
Winfield P. Dillingham '13  150
Harry G. Jordan ’13 100
Leon E. Seekins '13 100
Leon S. Tuck ’13 100
John W. Hart '13 250
John H. Proctor ’13 75
Elwyn T. Ricker '13  200
William J. McCarthy '13 100
Ralph W. Weatherbee '13 200
Mrs. Muriel Young Maines ’13
and Esca A. Maines ’14 200
2 Anonymous 300
1914
Wayland D. Towner ’14 and 
Mrs. Betty Mills Towner ’20 500
Marion Bussell ’14 250
A. Lincoln King ’14 350
Estelle I. Beaupre '14 25
Ralph H. Boothby '14 250
Mark Pendleton '14 200
Mrs. Elsie Tibbetts Stover '14 50
David W. Sturgis '14 200
Max L. Wilder '14 200
Norman R. French '14 300
Harold P. Adams '14 and 
Mrs. Margaret Holyoke 
Adams '15 250
Anna B. Perkins '14 25
Archie A. Adams '14 150
Arthur G. Eaton ’14 200
Arthur N. Harris ’14 200
John N. Junkins ’14 150
Arthur W. Patterson L’14 250
Philip W. Thomas '14 150
Guy R. Wescott '14 250
James S. Brooks '14 100
Joseph A. Frohock ’14 100
Edward L. Getchell '14 200
J. Russell Hudson ’14 100
Frederick S. Jones '14 375
Preston H. Martin ’14 100
Fernando T. Norcross ’14 125
Harry B. Randall '14 100
Allan F. Sawyer '14 and Mrs.
Isabel White Sawyer '10 250
George E. Sinkinson ’14 100
John S. Wadleigh '14 125
Charles W. Fenderson ’14 125
Everett B. Harvey '14 and Mrs.
Luella Woodman Harvey '12 60
Alden B. Hayes '14 200
Clifford E. A. Hollywood '14 50
Frank M. Libby '14 Law 150
Roy W. Peaslee '14 125
Herbert N. Skolfield '14 60
G. Wilford Babb '14 Law 125
Carl A. Blackington '14 Law 300
Everett O. Boothby ’14 100
Paul D. Bray '14 125
Chauncey W. L. Chapman '14 100
Mrs. Ruth Jackman Culligan ’14 5
Francis E. Fortier '14 100
John W. Gowen '14 200
Mrs. Aileene Hobart Libby ’14 50
Esca A. Maines '14 and Mrs.
Muriel Young Maines ’13 200
Sherwood H. Willard ’14 100
Charles A. Chase '14 100
Guy T. Creese ’14 100
Robert M. Stiles '14 200
Charles J. Holway '14 250
Philip H. Bean ’14 200
Mrs. Imogene Wormwood Ingalls 
and Everett P. Ingalls '15 200
3 Anonymous 650
1915
Robert H. Bryant '15 600
Maynard J. Creighton ’15 250
H. Walter Leavitt '15 200
William W. Redman '15 300
George H. Bernheisel ’15 1,000
Stephen P. Danforth '15 and 
Mrs. Elizabeth Hanley 
Danforth ’15 500
F. Drummond Freese '15 250
Raymond H. Fogler '15 750
Harold H. Beverage '15 300
Ava H. Chadbourne '15 275
Stephen C. Clement '15 200
Everett P. Ingalls ’15 and Mrs.
Imogene Wormwood Ingalls ’14 200 
Earl C. Goodwin '15 and Mrs.
Mollie Hutchins Goodwin '15 150
Clement A. Lyon '15 200
John A. McDonough '15 150
Maurice R. McKenney '15 200
Lester H. Morrill '15 150
Walter H. Rogers ’15 200
Robert F. Thurrell '15 200
Merton F. Banks '15 and Mrs.
Leila McAVey Banks '16 125
Douglas M. Beale ’15 100
James J. Brennan '15 100
Neva Browning '15 
Mrs. Eunice Niles Chute ’15 
J. Stuart Crandall '15 
Lucretia A. Davis ’15 
Madison L. Gilman '15 
Chester H. Goldsmith '15 
Justin D. Graves '15 
Herbert C. Hodgkins ’15 
Albert F. Hutchinson '15 
Gladys H. Merrill ’15 
Merle B. Shaw '15 
Harvey P. Sleeper '15 
Herbert J. Welch L’15 
Harold C. White '15 
Harry D. Williams '15 
Edmund N. Woodsum '15 
Harry L. Bayer ’15 
Robert P. Clark '15 
Edward W. Connors '15 
Russell M. Crispin '15 
Edward A. Dore '15 
Roland G. Kimball '15 
Lloyd H. McFadden '15 
Philip K. Merrill '15 
Frederick M. Thompson '15 
Everett B. Coffin '15 
Albert L. Coyne '15 
Walter J. Dolan '15 
Norman S. Donahue ’15 
Park Elliott '15 
James L. Gulliver '15 
Harry S. Hawkes '15 
Nehemiah W. Kneeland '15 
William H. Mellen ’15 
David W. Parks '15 
Paul F. Slocum ’15
Oscar M. Wilbur ’15 and Mrs.
Mary Wentworth Wilbur '18 
Miretta L. Bickford '15 
Leon P. Carle ’15 
Henry W. Fowler '15 
William B. Hill '15 
Ray H. Lindgren '15 
Willis T. Pettey ’15 and Mrs.
Agnes Murray Pettey '19 
Elmer H. Webber '15 and Mrs 
Ella Barnes Webber ’22 
Preston M. Hall '15, and
Mrs. Rachel Winship Hall '15 
Frederick B. Hatch ’15 
Leon J. Croteau '15 
Leslie A. Hamel '15 
Mrs. Frances Dugan Carleton ’15 
and John H. Carleton ’13 
Mrs. Margaret Holyoke Adams 
'15 and Harold P. Adams '14 
Mrs. Ethel Grey Barrett '15 and 
 Basil E. Barrett '16 
1 Anonymous
1916
Albion F. Sherman '16 
Charles H. Folsom '16 
Mrs. Lucile Clark Hamlin '16 
Oscar H. Sanborn '16 
Mrs. Doris Currier Treat ’16 
Florence E. Greenleaf ’16 
Lucile Royal ’16
J. Emmons Totman '16 and 
Mrs. Joyce Cheney Tot- 
mam '19
Burke Bradbury ’16 
Omar F. Tarr '16 
Walter T. Brown ’16 
Chauncey L. Chase '16 
Zella E. Colvin '16 
Karl M. Currier '16 
Llewellyn M. Dorsey '16 
Robert M. Moore '16 
Lawrence E. Philbrook '16 
Basil G. Woods '16 
Harold W. Coffin '16 and Mrs. 






































































Mrs. Minnie -Park Dolan '16 25
Walter D. Emerson ’16 75
Thomas E. Fairchild '16 and Mrs.
Ruth March Fairchild ’17 50
John M. Falvey ’16 100
William T. Faulkner ’16 and Mrs.
Caro Beverage Faulkner '16a 115
Albert C. Hobbs ’16 125
Mildred I. Jones ’16 25
C. Kent Lane ’16  200
James B. McLaughlin ’16 100
Earl S. Merrill ’16 100
Marlborough Packard '16 100
Frederick Robie ’16 100
Harry E. Rollins ’16 125
Horace H. Towle L’16 , 125
Walter W. Webber '16 100
Doris H. Woodbury ’16 10
Basil E. Barrett ’16 and Mrs.
Ethel Grey Barrett '35 500
Lewis O. Barrows ’16 200 
Roger W. Bell ’16 50
Fred H. Curtis ’16 50
Michael C. Driscoll ’16 50
Donald C. Jewett ’16 Law 50
Lewis H. Kriger '16 200
Otis C. Lawry '16 250
Harold L. Reed ’16 Law 50
William R. Rich ’16 60
James M. Sawyer ’16 50
Earle W. Vickery ’16 250
Currier C. Weymouth '16 50
John W. Glover '16 and Mrs.
Edith Ingraham Glover ’17 200
Philip B. Grant '16 100
Hobart G. Lackee ’16 100
Waldo J. LaCrosse ’16 125
Fred P. Loring ’16 100
Harry R. Lovely '16 100
David G. Ljungberg ’16 100
William J. Mackin ’16 50
Samuel Rudman ’16 200
Richard L. Silva ’16 100
Mrs. Josephine Vickery Sleeper ’16 50 
Mrs. Frances Lougee Smith '16 50
Charles S. Taylor '16 Law 150
Robert G. Blanchard ’16 50
Maynard F. Jordan ’16 180
Clarence E. Libby ’16 250
Thomas N. Weeks L’16 100
John L. Whittier ’16 400
Erlon V. Crimmin ’36 50
Cecil M. Hilton '16 350
Harry D. O'Neil ’16 100
Herman G. Perkins '16 100
Helen P. Taylor '16 200
Winfred H. Edminster ’16 150
John Lewis L’16 50
Arno W. Nickerson '16 200
William R. Nugent '16 50
Madeline F. Robinson '16 25
Mrs. Alice Poore Rollins '16 and 
Kenneth A. Rollins ’09 150
Mrs. Leila McAvev Banks '16 
and Merton F. Banks ’15 125
Mrs. Louise Ring Reynolds ’16
and William E. Reynolds ’17  100 
3 Anonymous 355
1917
David O. Rodick '17 500
Mrs. Helen Danforth West ’17 100
Langdon J. Freese '17 250
Frank A. French ’17 250
Nelson F. Mank '17 250
Doris Savage ’17 50
Frank O. Stephens ’17 250
James A. Whittemore ’17 200
Earl Russell White ’17 500
Elizabeth M. Bright '17 50
Everett S. Hurd '17 250
Joseph A. McCusker '17 300
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Elwood I. Clapp '17 250
Benjamin H. Gribbin ’17 200
Clinton A. Nickerson '17 300
Frank L. Harmon ’17 and Mrs.
Ella Wheeler Harmon '19 225
Bryant L. Hopkins ’17 150
Burton E. Bartlett ’17 150
Samuel L. Hitchings ’17 and Mrs.
Katharine Merrill Hitchings '17 150 
William E. Nash '17 500
Helen A. Simpson ’17 100
Charles L. Stephenson '17 150
Roy A. Wentzel ’17 150
Dudley Baldwin L’17 100
Warren B. Beckler, Jr. ’17 100
Frank E. Berridge '17 100
Donald S. Clark '17 180
Charles E. Crossland ’17 100
Fred D. Crowell ’17 100
George F. Ebeling '17 300
Walter E. Farnham '17 125
Benjamin E. Grant ’17 100
William T. Hanley ’17 100
Edward K. Hanley '17 100
Carleton S. Herrick ’17 100
Dorrice M. Higgins '17 50
Royal G. Higgins, Jr. '17 100
Maurice Jacobs ’17 250
Waldemar B. Littlefield '17 125
Mayland H. Morse L’17 100
Parker N. Moulton '17 100
Lawrence E. Mulloney '17 100
William E. Reynolds '17 and Mrs.
Louise Ring Reynolds ’16 100
Lula F. Sawyer '17 25
Clarence L. Smith '17  100
Marshall O. Smith ’17 ‘ 100
Frank A. Snell '17 100
Miner R. Stackpole ’17 100
Ivan C. Ames ’17 and Mrs.
Frances Bartlett Ames '20 100
Wade L. Bridgham '17 Law 250
Thomas W. Frothingham '17 100
Mrs. Dorothy Mercier Furbish ’17 50
Lloyd S. Leighton '17 75
Seth E. Libby '17 * 250
Clara E. Partridge ’17 125
John I. B. Sawyer ’17 100
Randall A. Sawyer '17 50
Arthur W. Thompson '17 100
Richard A. Wade ’17 50
Simon M. Wardwell ’17 50
Luther N. Amos '17 100
Louis A. Benson '17 100
Leroy N. Berry '17 and Mrs.
Grace Gibbs Berry ’17 50
Richard B. Dodge ’17 100
Mrs. Ruth Jordan Earle '17 25
Guy B. Hamilton ’17 100
George E. Hansen '17 125
Herbert V. Haskell ’17 Law 75
Earl D. Hooker '17 Law , 100
Wilton S. Jardine ’17 125
Mrs. Alfreda Ellis Keene ’17 25
Harry C. Libby ’17 Law 100
Joseph L. Little '17 Law 100
Mary L. Martini '17 50
Blanche L. Murphy ’17 125
Schuyler C. Page, Jr. ’17 100
Charles C. Penny '17 150
Glen C. Prescott '17 100
John L. Scribner '17 100
Ray R. Stevens '17 50
Roy F. Thomas '17 150
Forrest R. Treworgy ’17 100
Harold C. Weeks '17  100
Worthen E. Brawn '17 100
Brooks Brown ’17 75
Lincoln B. Copp ’17 100
Ernest L. Fickett ’17 150
Alfred D. Havden ’17 100
Flora A. Howard '17 100
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Claude L. Sidelinger ’17 150
Mrs. Jessie Sturtevant Stinneford 
'17 50
Frederick H. Aikins ’17 100
Gladys L. Hamor '17 100
M. Langdon Hill '17 100
Gerald C. Marble '17 150
Linwood T. Pitman ’17 100
George F. Sweet '17 125
Paul E. Chadbourne '17 100
Charles I. Emery '17 100
Marion Emery ’17 100
Noel D. Godfrey '17 100
Carlton W. Maddocks ’17 250
Edwin S. Metcalf '17 200
- Abraham M. Rudman L’17 100
Frederick T. Sargent '17 50
Mrs. Grace Bristol Coffin ’17 and 
Harold W. Coffin '16 100
Mrs. Ruth March Fairchild '17 
and Thomas E. Fairchild ’16 50
Mrs. Edith Ingraham Glover ’17 
and John W. Glover '16 200
Mrs. Mildred Perry LaPointe '17 
and Edmund R. LaPointe ’18 100
3 Anonymous 325
1918
Eugene F. Hickson '18 300
Chas. A. Jortberg, Jr. '18 250
John P. Ramsay ’18 and 
Mrs. Florence McLeod Ramsay '20 200 
Roy M. Somers '18 300
Clayton A. Storer '18 250
Clifford Brown '18 250
Frank P. Preti L’18 250
Susan D. Mooers '18 125
James L. Morse ’18 260
Francos J. Dugan ’18 100
Mrs. Doris Lawrence Lyford '18 25
Vera L. Mersereau '18 100
Thomas H. Crawshaw '18 200
C. Feme Ross '18 60
Leigh P. Gardiner '18 150
Wallace R. Ham '18 200
Thelma L. Kellogg ’18 250
Edward A. MacLean '18 150
Norman Shaw L'18 200
Harold C. Swift ’18 150
Clive C. Small '18 200
Voyle E. Abbott '18  100
Harold B. Caldwell '18 100
Russell A. Carr ’18 100
Russell C. Chapman ’18 100
Ruth Crosby ’18 10
Weston S. Evans '18 60
Dorothy L. Folsom ’18  25
Charles M. Fowler L’18 100
Sumner A. Hall '18 100
Francis Head '18 150
Harold N. Jones '18 100
Ralph M. Leighton ’18 150
Mary E. McCann ’18 25
Hugh C. McPhee '18 100
Erlon L. Newdick ’18 100
I. Leavitt Newman ’18 100
Robert Rich ’18 and Mrs.
Ruth Chalmers Rich '18 100
Thomas F. Shea '18 100
James E. Speirs '18 100
Clarence B. Springer ’18 150
Harry D. Watson ’18 125
Clyde Wilkins '18 125
Marie P. Blackman '18 125
Everett H. Brasier ’18 200
Jacob J. Davis '18 100
Kathryn M. Dow '18 50
Arthur W. Leighton ’18 50
Donald M. Lincoln '18 200
Beatrice L. Matheson '18 60
Marguerite F. Merrill '18 50
Simon W. Moulton ’18 75
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Frederick E. Perkins ’18 150
Edgar R. Ring ’18 and Mrs.
Esther Copeland Ring ’21 50
George J. Adams '18 50
George R. Bailey '18 250
Newell B. Chamberlain ’18 50
Winburn A. Dennett 18 150
Harold O. Doe '18 125
Robert B. Dunning '18 100
Carl S. Johnson ’18 50
Columbus E. Lord ’18 100
Francis T. McCabe ’18 100
Raeburn L. Marsh '18 50
Charles N. Merrill ’18 and Mrs.
Gladys Reed Merrill ’18 100
Raymond L. Merritt ’18 100
Richard H. Mooney, Jr. ’18 SO
Albert B. Moulton ’18 125
Hollis L. Ramsdell '18 250
Arlo L. Redman ’18 100
Robert A. Riva ’18 50
Helen L. Stinchfield '18 100
Bertram Tomlinson ’18 50
Harvard C. Townsend ’18 100
Thomas W. Borjesson '18 150
William H. Bransfield ’18 125
Carl F. Brugge '18 250
Beryl E. Cram ’18 25
Frederick D. Gibbs ’18 and Mrs.
Gertrude Cannon Gibbs ’18 50
Edmund R. LaPointe ’18 and 
Mrs. Mildred Perry LaPointe ’17 100
Reuben Levin L’18 100
Donald M. Libby ’18 100
Marion C. MacLaughlin ’18 50
Abraham Morris L'18 50
Carlton L. Perkins '18 100
James J. Curran L’18 100
Roger B. Hill ’18 100
Arthur F. Moul '18 100
Albert W. Wunderlick ’18 125
Lester W. Hathaway '18 100
Philip W. Lown '18 100
Mona B. McWilliams ’18 50
Donald B. Perry '18 and Mrs.
Cora Phillips Perry '21 100
Ralph E. Warren '18 100
Clifford M. Winter '18 100
Mrs. Mary Wentworth Wilbur
’18 and Oscar M. Wilbur '15 200
Mrs. Natalie Vaughn Weeks ’18
and Donald R. Weeks ’21 50
3 Anonymous 135
1919
John W. Lucas ’19 200
John E. Goodwin '19 200
Frank E. Donovan '19 and 
Mrs. Doris Williams 
Donovan ’20 200
William C. Ellsworth ’19 200
Newell W. Emery ’19 200
Thomas Davis ’19 250
Marion L. Harthorn ’19 50
Norman D. Plummer ’19 500
Lester C Swicker ’19 200
Chester N. Adams ’19 250
Blanche L. Haley '19 100
Corinne M. King ’19 100
Edward B. Kirk '19 200
Charles F. Niles ’19 250
Marion E. Stubbs '19 100
Norman E. Torrey ’19 250
Frank O. Alley. Jr. ’19 125
Melvin S. Blethen ’19 200
Earl G. Boyd '19 75
Charles F. Campbell ’19 100
Robert D. Chellis ’19 200
Raymond J. Cook '19 100
Earle H. Danforth '19 100
Arthur G. Dow '19 200
Cony A. Duncan '19 100
Gardner M. French '19 125
Clifford P. Gould ’19 100
Ella M. Hall '19 25
Paul E. Hodgdon ’19 100
Samuel E. Jones '19 100
Edward H. Kelley '19 100
Clifford P. Larrabee ’19 125
L. Earle Merrow ’19 and Mrs.
Faye Smith Merrow '19 150
Earle O. Parsons ’19 100
Herbert V. Rapp '19 200
Ralph V. Sinnett '19 200
Samuel R. Smiley ’19 250
Clyde W. Stewart ’19 100
Ralph A. Wilkins ’19 100
Kenneth T. Wooster '19 100
Bertrand E. Cobb '19 50
Kenneth B. Colbath '19 50
Kendall Cross ’19 100
Desmond E. Daley '19 50
Allan R. Forsyth '19 50
J. Glynn Furey ’19 125
Harold K. Graves '19 50
Errold W. Hilliken ’19 200
Roy C. Hopkins ’19 50
Myron T. Hudson ’19 50
Albert J. Sears '19 100
Willard C. Sisson ’19 200
Edgar A. Stoddard '19 170
Newell J. Trask ’19 50
Vernon H. Wallingford '19 and 
Mrs. Jessie Prince Walling­
ford ’19 100
Ray M. Astle '19 100
Forrest A. Barbour ’19 25
Charles H. Champion '19 200
S. Wilson Collins '19 100
Dwight B. Demeritt '19 100
Clifford D. Denison '19 50
Ralph W. Emerson ’19 100
Perley F. Harmon ’19 50
Joel H. Howard '19 100
Carl A. R. Lewis '19 200
Lawrence H. Mooney '19 40
Abraham Paul '19 200
Hester M. Rose '19 25
Floyd F. Smiley ’19 50
A. Hale Thomas '19 100
Paul F. Webber ’19 100
Eugene F. Arnold ’19 50
Charles T. Corey ’19 50
Mark V. Crockett '19 100
Alvah B. Joyce ’19 100
N. Ursula Little '19  200
Kenneth G. Marquarrie ’19 100
Lawrence T. Merriman '19 200
Harold M. Pierce ’19 200
Carroll C. Reed ’19 200
Hamlyn N. Robbins ’19 and Mrs. 
Estelle Spear Robbins ’19 100
William F. Swan, Jr.. '19 100
Jennie C. Beaulieu ’19 30
Ralph T. Luce '19 100
Jeremiah T. Reardon '19 250
Frederic Van N. Schenck ’19 100
Leslie Thomes '19 100
Leland C. Towne ’19 100
Willis S. Winslow ’19 200
Hugo S. Cross ’19 and Mrs.
Eveline Snow Cross ’20 100
Clifton S. Richards ’19 100
Mrs. Agnes Murray Pettey ’19 
and Willis T. Pettey ’15 100
Mrs. Joyce Cheney Totman ’19 
and J. Emmons Totman ’16 350
Mrs. Ella Wheeler Harmon ’19 
and Frank L. Harmon '17 225
Mrs. Victoria Weeks Hacker ’19 
and Edward P. Hacker '21 150
2 Anonymous 350
1920
Dorothea M. Bussell '20 125
Lloyd R. Douglass ’20 200
M. Eleanor Jackson ’20 500
Walter W. Chadbourne '20 200
Beatrice C. Palmer '20 60
E. Prentiss Jones '20 200
Stephen R. Bussell ’20 150
Barbara Dunn ’20 100
Priscilla G. Elliott '20 100
Alfred B. Lingley '20 300
Ava Marie Weymouth ’20 50
Leslie Bannister '20 200
Edwayne P. Diehl ’20 200
Clarissa P. Farrar '20 100
Dwight M. French ’20 150
Fred T. Jordan '20 and Mrs. Avis 
Strout Jordan '23 200
Lawrence P. Libby '20 180
Gertrude D. Peabody '20 100
Elmer W. Rideout '20 200
Samuel C. Rosenthal ’20 150
Edna L. Rumill '20 100
Walter S. Tolman '20 200
Lewis Abramson ’20 100
Harold L. Bruce ’20 100
Ernest L. Cool broth '20 150
Dewey W. Couri '20 100
Stanley M. Currier '20 150
Plinn D. Dempsey '20 75
Charles S. Erswell, Jr. ’20 100
Marvel Fabian '20 100
Paul I. Flavell ’20 100
Alonzo J. Harriman ’20 100
Dwight M. Ingraham ’20 100
Philip J. Leary ’20 100
Victor H. Loftus '20 100
John H. McCann ’20 100
Kathleen E. McCrystle ’20 50
Lawrence A. O'Rourke ’20 100
George A. Potter '20 and Mrs.
Helen Clark Potter ’22 250
Everett L. Roberts '20 100
Elmo L. Sherman '20 100
John P. Waite ’20 100
Stuart F. Walker ’20 250
Frederick W. Whiteside ’20 100
Mrs. Marguerite M. Beach ’20 25
Henry R. Butler '20 50
R. Gardner Cornforth ’20 100
Henry M. Gardiner ’20 50
Leona M. Gilman ’20 25
Carl M. Glidden '20 50
Donald S. Laughlin ’20 100
Roger F. Woodman ’20 50
Willard C. Avery ’20 100
Leslie P. Barbour ’20 50
Corinne M. Barker ’20 125
Ray M. Boynton ’20 and Mrs.
Elva Gilman Boynton '20 200
Minerva French '20 100
Miles F. Ham ’20 100
Carl A. LeGrow ’20 100
Silas E. Merry '20 100
David C. Packard ’20 100
Wilbur A. Park ’20 100
Stella F. Powers '20 100
Flavia L. Richardson ’20 100
Wingate I. Stevens '20 200
Carl J. Thompson ’20 80
Lester R. Thurston '20 250
Herbert St. J. Torsleff '20 250
Alonzo H. Tuck ’20 50
Verne C. Beverly ’20 200
Raymond H. Foyle ’20 225
Philip C. McGouldrick ’20 200
Alfred K. Moulton ’20 200
Harry B. Miller ’20 200
Robert C. Whitcomb ’20, and 
Mrs. Marjorie Burden Whitcomb 
'20 275
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Edward H. Brown '20 75
Irene W. Conners ’20 35
Willard Wight '20 100
Mrs. Betty Mills Towner '20 and 
Wayland D. Towner ’14 500
Mrs. Frances Bartlett Ames ’20 
and Ivan C. Ames '17 100
Mrs. Florence McLeod Ramsay 
'20 and John P. Ramsay ’18 200
Mrs. Doris Williams Donovan ’20 
and Mr. Frank E. Donovan ’19 200
Mrs. Eveline Snow Cross ’20 and 
Hugo S. Cross ’19 100
2 Anonymous 400
1921
Mrs. Rachael Bowen Adams ’21 100
Helen F. Curran '21 200
Lilia C. Hersey '21 150
Winthrop L. McBride ’21 300
Pauline E. Miller ’21 100
Wesley C. Plummer ’21 300
Katherine D. Stewart ’21 100
Dorothy Smith '21 50
Marion K. Bragg ’21 50
Emilie A. Kritter '21 150
Madeline Bird '21 125
Florence J. Morrill '21 50
Andrew Adams '21 150
Frank S. Beale '21 150
Roger C. Castle '21 150
Randall A. Harrington ’21 300
Robert D. Newton '21 255
Donald C. Osborne '21 200
James K. Pennell '21 150
Christian W. Peterson '21 150
Michael J. Pilot L’21 250
Kenneth E. Vaughan '21 150
Hester M. Wessenger '21 150
Roscoe H. Barber '21 100
John A. Beckwith '21 100
William L. Blake '21 250
Alfred S. Burns '21 100
Ray M. Carter '21 125
William B. Cobb ’21 100
Paul F. Corbin '21 100
Lawrence M. Cornell ’21 100
Erlon W. Flint '21 130
George A. J. Froberger '21 100
Francis J. Goggin '21 100
Donald H. Hathorn '21 100
Reginald M. Jocylen '21 100
Hollis W. Jones ’21 100
Bradford E. Leighton ’21 125
Edward Mack '21 100
Eli A. Marcoux '21 100
Clark Perry ’21 100
Arthur A. Ring ’21 100
Clarence W. Sanborn ’21 125
Elliot M. Staples ’21 150
Frederick R. Vaughan ’21 150
Iva V Barker ’21 125
Robert Cohen ’21 250
Harold W. Eastman ’21 200
Clarence H. Drisko '21 50
Samuel F. Gordon ’21 100
Max C. Harmon '21 50
Dorothy E. Hart ’21 100
Erling Heistad ’21 150
Ralph B. Lancaster ’21 50
Harold E. Pratt '21 50
Helen P. Reed '21 50
Harold L. Sawyer '21 50
Richard P. Schonland '21 50
Eugene L. Sullivan ’21 150
Harold E. Treworgy '21 50
Edward M. True '21 100
Alden W. Berry ’21 200
Rena Campbell '21 75
Horace C. Crandall '21 275
Madeleine G. Eastman '21 100
George S. Ginsberg ‘21 100
Dorothy L. Hanington '21 100
Niels Juel-Larsen '21 125
Ormond W. Lawry '21 100
Alton T. Littlefield '21 100
Leland A. Page ’21 150
Joseph S. Robinson '21 100
Florence U. Salley '21 50
Harold S. Tibbetts '21 150
Norman S. Tozier ’21 150
George C. Travers ’21 100
Margaret Blethen ’21 100
Charles V. Blood '21  50
Temple A. Bradley '21 100
Carlton E. Brown '21 100
James E. DeRocher '21 100
Earl S. Grant ’21 50
Edward P. Hacker '21 and Mrs.
Victoria Weeks Hacker '19 150
Frank D. Law ’21  200
Raymond H. Lovejoy ’21 250
Gladys E. Maxfield ’21 100
Edwin A. Riley '21 100
Lucille E. Smith '21  100
Harold B. Swicker ’21 100
Effie M. Weatherbee ’21 100
G. Maynard Trafton ’21 100
Donald R. Weeks ’21, and
Mrs. Natalie Vaughn Weeks ’18 50
Edith I. Deering '21 25
Orville M. Emery '21 200
Virgil E. Trouant '21 150
Orra E. Underhill ’21 200
Mrs. Esther Copeland Ring ’21
and Edgar R. Ring '18 50
Mrs. Cora Phillips Perry ’21 and
Donald B. Perry ’18 100
5 Anonymous 510
1922
F. Kenneth Chapman '22 150
Fannie R. Cutler '22 100
Ardis E. Dolliff ’22 200
Winslow K. Herrick '22 250
Muriel F. Goodrich '22 100
Hope Perkins '22 100
Mary C. Bunker '22 25
Minnie E. Norell '22 125
Gardner B. Tibbetts ’22 200
Lucy E. Chamberlain '22 150
Doris P. Merrill '22 100
Gertrude M. O’Brien '22 100
Wyman E. Hawkes ’22 150
Horace B. Atkinson '22 125
Joseph K. Black '22 150
Foster B. Blake '22 100
Clinton R. Boothby '22 125
William D. Connon '22 100
Rachel G. Connor ’22 125
Lawrence W. Davee ’22 100
Joseph Paul Dufour ’22 100
William N. Field '22 120
Lawrence W. Goodhue ’22 100
Gladstone F. Hatch ’22 100
H. Laton Jackson '22 125
Albert E. Johnson ’22 125
Robert W. Laughlin '22 200
Connell Y. Lawry ’22 150
John D. McCrystle ’22 50
Frances S. Nason '22 25
Osgood A. Nickerson '22 50
Elmer M. Noddin ’22 100
Albert E. Pitcher '22 50
Ernest H. Ring ’22 100
Michael J. Ryan ’22 100
Everett L. Smith '22 125
Carl T. Stevens '22 100
Paul D. Sullivan '22 125
Henry H. Turner ’22 100
Arnold W. Tyler '22 100
Carleton A. Walker '22 200
Max M. Weisman '22 100
Frank G. Averill '22 50
Achsa M. Bean '22 
Frances E. Curran '22 
Donald H. Daniels '22 
Corinne L. Furbush '22 
Julia T. Gilpatrick '22 
Stephen A. Griffin '22 
Stanley F. Hanson '22 
Stanley J. Johnson ’22 
Alta F. Jones ’22 
Han King ’22 
Marguerite McFadden '22 
Irene M. Packard '22 
Ida M. Peterson ’22
Anderson Pinkham '22 
Louis Rich '22 
Max Silverman '22 
Bernice S. Smith '22 
William J. Sprowle '22 
Errol E. Tarbox '22 
Marguerite J. Tibbetts ’22
Mrs. Ella Barnes Webber ’22 
and Elmer H. Webber '15
Mrs. Helen Clark Potter '22 and 
George A. Potter '20
Anne K. Baker ’22
Wilfred D. Bayley '22
Herbert A. Brawn '22
Lillian R. Dunn '22
Charles L. Eastman '22
Lynwood S. Hatch '22
Henry F. Hill, Jr. '22
Wayne B. Hussey ’22
Ralph G. Kennison '22
Dorris L. Leach ’22
Earl C. McGraw '22
Ida Estelle Nason ’22 
Wilbur F. Pray '22 
Walter L. Perro '22 
James E. Reagan '22 
Ian M. Rusk '22 
Catharine C. Sargent '22 
Lena E. Shorey '22 
John R. Smith '22 
Frances D. Stowe '22 
A. Everett Strout '22 and Mrs.
Gertrude Farnham Strout ’22  100
Myron B. Thurrell '22 75
Dorothy Trefethen ’22 100
Mary B. Wheeler '22  80
Charles W. Wood ’22 50
Martha D. Chase ’22 100
Gladys M. Gould '22 100
Reynold W. Graffam ’22 150
Sumner P. Hopkins ’22 100
Robert L. Littlefield ’22 100
Arthur D. Mulvaney '22 100
Paul E. Murphy '22 100
Grace M. Reed ’22 50
Mrs. Helen Furbish Streeter '22 50
Clifton E. Wass ’22 300
Hugh M. Williams '22 200
Philip R. Wonson ’22 100
Joseph S. Buker ’22 50
Donald H. Cross ’22 100
Pauline M. Hill '22 100
Ardis E. Lancey '22 100
John H. Barnard '22 100
Edgar S. Brewer '22 100













































Fred M. Brice Friend 250
Frank E. Guernsey “ 200
Louis C. White “  100
Arthur H. Cooper “ 1,000
Granville Austin ’80 125
Walter Flint '82 50
Henry T. Fernald ’85 25
Elmer O. Goodridge '85 100
Irving M. Clark ’87 50
Ernest W. Danforth '92 100
Charles C. Murphy ’93 100
Owen J. Ledyard ’96 50
Erastus R. Simpson ’96 250
Andrew J. Patten ’97 200
Franz H. Blanchard ’98 100
Leon E. Ryther '98 250
Marshall B. Downing ’99 300
Henry J. Pretto '99 300
Edgar B. Alexander '00 25
Harry W. Beedle ’00 100
Percy L. Ricker ’00 250
Leo B. Russell ’00 75
Theodore S. Bryer ’01 100
Frank Plumstead L’01 25
Harry A. Sawyer ’04 120
John V. Tucker ’04 100
Walter H. Burke '06 400
Elmer J. Burnham L ’06 25
Philip H. Glover ’06 175
Harold S. Hoxie ’06  100
Merton R. Lovett ’06 300
Lucius B. Swett L’06 50
Perley W. Varney ’06 100
William B. Alexander '07 200
Joseph H. Brooks '07 200
Herbert A. Knowlton ’07 150
Raymon A. Quint ’07 300
Harry C. Riddle ’07 200
William H. Saunders ’07 25
Jesse D. Wilson ’07 100
John B. Mclntire ’08 25
Earle N. Vickery '08 250
Francis G. Wadsworth ’09 100
Francis D. Thwing L’10 25
Albert Beliveau L’l l  125
Allen H. Blaisdell ’l l  200
Charles J. Pinkham ’l l  100
Sidney H. Winchester ’l l  100
Walter E. Perkins ’12 100
Luther S. Russell ’12 300
James E. Church ’13 150
Percy E. Jackman ’13 and Mrs.
Laura Hodgins Jackman '14 200
Carlton G. Lutts '13 100
Robert A. Pinkham '13 75
Hubert M. Wardwell '13 100
Mrs. Florence Murray Withee ’13 5
Charles R. Atwood ’14 100
Joseph T. Cole ’14 100
Edith Flint ’14 20
David A. Foster ’14 50
Maurice S. Gerrish L’14 100
Howe W. Hall ’14 125
William G. Hodgkins ’14 200
Paul W. Monohon ’14 300
Paul E. Murray ’14 200
Harvey R. Pease L’14 100
Harold J. Shaw '14 100
The Goal$500,000
NOTE—Inasmuch as the above is the 
objective for alumni, exclusive of sub­
scriptions from students and friends, 
the pile of bricks now represents the 




Harold P. Bailey '15 and Mrs.
Myrtle Jones Bailey T5 100
Harold Cooper '15 250
Harry W. Fogg ’15 and Mrs.
Mildred Flower Fogg '15 100
Henry F. Worcester '15 100
Mrs. Marion Plummer Cook '16 25 
Roy H. Genther '16 50
B. West Lewis '16 100
Raymond E. Rendall '16 200
Ralph O. Deering '17 50
Edmund J. Dempsey ’17 100
William J. Flanagan L’17 100
Perley H. Ford L’17 100
William J. Gorham '17 200
Raymond H. Harding '17 100
Weston B. Haskell '17 and Mrs.
Pauline Derby Haskell T8 100
George W. Kilburn '17 250
Richard E. McKown '17 125
Wilbur L. Mathews '17 100
Cecil J. Siddall L’17 125
Dorothy Wells '17 100
Raymon N. Atherton '18 150
Thurston D. Carlson '18 25
Harry A. Ellsworth '18 75
Charles M. Fitzgerald T8 25
Henry S. Hooper T8 50
John M. Keep ’18 100
Chester F. Leighton '18 60
Fred M. Loring L’18 25
Edwin H. May ’18 100
A. Mason Russell '18 200
Ralph C. Andrews T9 100
Herbert E. Blakney '19 25
Gerald J. Culhane '19 50
Maynard W. Dow '19 50
Stanley Harriman '19 100
Christine A. Northrup '19 50
Clifford A. Butterfield ’20 100
Ermont G. Frost '20 100
Bryant E. Jones ’20 50
Oscar A. Shea '20 20
Dorothea H. Stetson ’20 100
Max E. Weybrant ’20 100
James C. Adams ’21 100
Percy L. Blackwell '21 100
Jerome C. Burrows ’21 125
Stanley W. Campbell ’21 100
Donald L. Coady '21 100
Raymond J. Curran ’21 100
Vernon F. Hobbs ’21 100
Ina Jordan ’21 50
Vance E. Oakes ’21 100
Wilfred A. Taylor ’21 150
William F. Barry ’22 50
Henry T. Carey ’22 200
Leona L. DeBeck '22 50
Rodney G. Folsom '22 100
Alice H. Harmon ’22 50
Joseph F. Hughes ’22 100
Orlando A. Lester '22 150
Bernard A. Libby '22 50 '
Frederick F. Marston ’22 150
Thomas A. Murray ’22 250
Karl R. Oakes '22 150
Lawrence D. Porter '22 50
Donald F. Sawyer '22 50
Pauline C. Smith '22 100
Myron E. Watson ’22 and Mrs.
Ida Collins Watson '22 125
Newman H. Young ’22 and Mrs.
Ruby Hackett Young ’21 150
George A. Booker ’23 25
Milton E. Carroll '23 20
Robert D. Hastings '23 50
William S. Hastings '23 50
Roger W. Saltmarsh '23 125
Kenneth K. Weston ’23 50
I. Stanley Bailey '24 50
Edwin R. Smith '24 50
Revere R. Smith '24 50
Arthur E. Edgerly ’25 25
J. Harvey Suttie ’25 25
Richard E. Moakley ’26 50
